External and internal gelation of pectin solutions: microscopic dynamics versus macroscopic rheology.
Pectin is a natural biopolymer that forms, in the presence of divalent cations, ionic-bound gels typifying a large class of biological gels stabilized by non-covalent cross-links. We investigate and compare the kinetics of formation and aging of pectin gels obtained either through external gelation via perfusion of free Ca(2+) ions, or by internal gelation due to the supply of the same ions from the dissolution of CaCO3 nanoparticles. The microscopic dynamics obtained with photon correlation imaging, a novel optical technique that allows obtaining the microscopic dynamics of the sample while retaining the spatial resolution of imaging techniques, is contrasted with macroscopic rheological measurements at constant strain. Pectin gelation is found to display peculiar two-stage kinetics, highlighted by non-monotonic growth in time of both microscopic correlations and gel mechanical strength. These results are compared to those found for alginate, another biopolymer extensively used in food formulation.